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EDITORIAL
Greetings from ACCOSCA, we are delighted to have another 

opportunity to discuss matters cooperative with all of you through 

this edition of the Cooperative Summit magazine (October 2017.)  

We are glad to be part of this movement that can no longer be 

ignored in discussions regarding financial access and economic 

development of the continent. The tremendous growth and impact 

of the cooperative business can be felt across Africa and this not 

only excites us but puts us on the path to make it even better. We 

are proud of each of you for your contribution at all levels.

This year, we talk to creating a cooperative economy for human empowerment. The belief that the Cooperative 

economy is the solution to better lives of people living in Africa is rife at ACCOSCA. Our desire is to have 

everyone men and women the young and the young at heart alike benefit from the good that is the Cooperative 

Business model, this fitting in in our mandate to empower those living in Africa through cooperatives.

We have thus in this edition put together good reads from around Africa, not limited to SACCO growth, our 

identity as a movement, our role in development and inclusion just to touch on a few. Grab a copy to learn from 

fellow cooperators from across Africa.

Our call is to disrupt the norm and have the cooperative business model as an economic system. We are of 

the view that it is possible to experience full development and to have people living in Africa live descent lives 

with access to financial services. In this edition you will read of experiences from different countries where that 

has happened. We trust you will enjoy the read and learn from it.

We welcome your contributions for the next edition at editor@accosca.org 

Our sincere appreciations go to all that took their time to put together articles for this edition and the editorial 

team for their efforts towards piecing it all together. 

From the Summit team, we welcome you to Lilongwe, the warm heart of Africa. Let us together create a 

cooperative economy!

Takulandilani!
Best Wishes,

Bettyrose Okiri

ACCOSCA
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The 18th SACCA Congress marks 10 years since the 
idea about revitalizing ACCOSCA was proposed in 
2017. Hence hosting this year’s congress is deliberate 
since it is here in Malawi that this idea was conceive. 
During the period, ACCOSCA has provided leadership 
in promotion of regulatory framework, in creating 
awareness about the importance of inclusivity in the 
Sacco industry and support innovative initiatives that 
leads to improved service to members.  The key lesson 
we have learnt during this period is the value of 
co-operation amongst cooperators has one of our 
operating principles
At ACCOSCA we are grateful for stakeholders who have 
contributed to the steady growth of ACCOSCA. We take 
cognizant that it is your resolute to promote Sacco 
business model that perhaps has made ACCOSCA 
what it is today. While some of the stakeholders have 
worked on successful supported the Sacco model; yet a 
lot more will be achieved when we work closely 

together. We must deliberately resolve to support and implement policies that priorities on Greater Transparency and 
Accountability of the co-operative model, developing infrastructure for effective service delivery and embrace policies of 
inclusion. It is through these actions that we would eliminate the hurdles that are hindering members from benefiting from 
co-operative sectors existence.  We acknowledge that co-operative system is relatively developed in some countries more 
than others.  As such an annual meeting provides an opportunity to evaluate our performance 
We are motivated by the awareness and practice of the Cooperative Business Model across Africa; however, we 
recognize that more need to be done to increase the membership level. While it is true that the cooperative brand hasn’t 
become a household name in Africa as we would wish to see, we are encouraged that we are on the right path.  Last year, 
we were centered on the integration of the Cooperative Sector, today we speak of this integrated sector as an economic 
system. We are convinced beyond doubt that if we were to make this a reality then there are endless opportunities to be 
tapped.
Today we are convening to see how this model can work for us as an economic system. Our discussions should take the 
direction of how we work towards achieving the cooperative economy.  This is an opportunity to identify disruptors and 
disruptive factors with in the industry. Besides this the 18th Sacca congress aims to come up continental specific 
strategies that will help us empower and give financial access to the people living in Africa.
This year’s SACCA Congress has brought together over 700 people who believe in the cooperative business philosophy 
of people helping people. A business model that seeks and strives to meet individual’s economic needs with collective 
support from all members. It is essential for every credit union, regardless of size and complexity, to have a management 
process for identifying, measuring, monitoring, and controlling liquidity risk that is commensurate with its respective 
needs.
On my own behalf and that of the ACCOSCA board, the Secretariat and MUSCCO I welcome you to Lilongwe, the warm 
heart of Africa. Come experience the cooperative wave.

George Ombado (ICUDE)
Chief Executive Officer
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Welcome to the Warm Heart of Africa. We are extremely 
excited to welcome you all to what we think will be the 
best SACCA Congress ever! It is exactly 10 years since 
Malawi hosted the SACCO movement for the SACCA 
Congress during which ACCOSCA was reborn. To 
those of you who were here in 2007 we say welcome 
back home. To those coming for the first time, we say 
once is never enough in Malawi and we therefore look 
forward to welcoming you back in the near future.
 
We are confident that ACCOSCA will continue to 
register tremendous growth and development of the 
SACCO movement in Africa. We have in mind that 
through ACCOSCA more and more national 
associations will be strengthened and revitalized. 
ACCOSCA can only be as strong as its national 
associations and SACCOs are. And that process will 
start from here where all good things start from! 
MUSCCO and SACCOs in Malawi are huge 

beneficiaries of the ACCOSCA revival in 2007; through ACCOSCA programs which we are active participants of. The 
programs include the SACCO Leadership Forum, Performance Management, Governance workshops and the world 
famous Development Educators Program proudly referred to as the DE Program - your right of passage to the SACCO
world.

Malawi is a small country with some formidable economic challenges but we in the SACCO movement in this country know 
that SACCOs will change the lives of Malawians for the better. We are witnessing change every year through SACCOs. As 
they say if you are not growing you are dying, the SACCO movement in Malawi is growing. With the support of ACCOSCA 
and its affiliates and the inspiration and encouragement we get from friends coming from Cooperatives movements in the 
United States of America, Canada, Ireland, United Kingdom, Poland, Sweden, Norway, Brazil, Australia and other many 
places we are destined for success. We realize that success in cooperatives, SACCOs included will come about if all 
types of cooperatives collaboratively work together. Cooperatives should work together. We need a cooperative economy 
in Africa, people working together for themselves because it is only the cooperative economy that puts people before 
profits.

I take this opportunity to wish all delegates to the 2017 SACCA Congress a rewarding and fruitful congress. My statement 
would be incomplete if I don’t mention that while you enjoy the congress, remember that in Malawi we have Lake Malawi, 
the most beautiful lake in the world and the friendliest people on earth. The land scape is breathtaking and picturesque. 
Don’t go back to your country without experiencing Malawi outside the congress venue and your hotel. Lake Malawi is a 
must! 

Takulandilani!

WELCOME TO MALAWI MESSAGE
By Sylvester Kadzola, Ceo, Muscco - Malawi
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ENHANCING LEADERSHIP CAPACITIES OF FEMALE CO-OPERATORS 
IN AFRICA

By Nabuyungo Mary Josephine, Chairperson ACCOSCA Board

Despite the development of the international standards and 
agreements, gender inequalities continue to persist. More intensive 
efforts need to be made at international and national levels to 
promote and enforce such standards and agreements and to 
empowerment women in all areas where gaps exist.

Why women empowerment?
Empowerment of women economically, socially, and politically is 
crucial for change in our community and national development, as 
well as attainment of the post-2015 SDGs. Traditional practices, 
perceptions, and norms have equally held back women’s positions in 
society, for instance in leadership positions and other positions of 
responsibility. 

In most cases, women have no access and control over human, financial, physical and social resources. The 
meager income of women subjects them to economic dependency and contributes to among other unequal 
power relations at the house hold level, which affect decision making at family level and ultimately at the 
national level. 

Therefore, women need to empower themselves economically and learn skills like fundraising and resource 
mobilization and management. Women need empowerment in the following areas: lobbying and advocacy, 
assertiveness, public speaking, communication skills, and caucusing with others to leverage them to take 
leadership and decision making roles. In general, women need good education. 
Prevention education is a prerequisite to women to help them manage the major health development concerns 
in addition to equal opportunities in access to and promotion at work as well as knowing about the relevant 
policies, acts and supportive policy frameworks that will enable them to participate fully in all spheres of life 
so as to demand and enjoy their rights. 

Women need to struggle twice as hard in order to get what they want, especially the power. Men will never 
give up power easily, or never willingly forego power. Women must rise up and take control of their own 
empowerment in order to overcome these challenges. In such scenarios, women need to be equipped with 
managerial and negotiation skills so as to be more multidisciplinary for a proper management of both 
professional and domestic activities. 

In many countries, women are under mined by having a lower social status than men in their communities. This 
has been attributed to a good number of factors; some which include lack of confidence in aspiring for various 
opportunities, inability to interact with the outside world, the competitive environment to stay close to their 
homes, lack of knowledge and skills to manage their economic, political, as well as social activities. 

“There is no tool for development more effective than the empowerment of women”” – Kofi Anan
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Women are underrepresented in Leadership Positions at all levels
In today’s large organizations, women make up more than half of the work force. However, the situation of 
women leadership in those organizations is like a pyramid. As women climb up the corporate ladder, they tend 
to decrease gradually. At the Chief Executive Officer, levels as an example worldwide there are on 3% to 4% 
who are women.

Why the low representation?
We have not broken the barriers of competing with men. Women have not broken the glass ceiling, that is, the 
invisible barriers created by attitudinal and organizational prejudices that block women from taking up senior 
leadership positions. They are shying away from running for elective political seats, likely due to socio-eco-
nomics, cultural, and political environments. Many women have not built the same level of personal networks 
needed to succeed in many organizational and political careers that men have. 

Entrenched and limiting belief that women are less effective than men in political institutions is a major 
constraint for women politicians to affect significant and positive difference towards transforming the male 
dominated culture of politics, public policy, and resource allocation in a gender equitable manner.
Women refraining from voting for their fellow women during political, professional, union SACCO and other 
elections. Few female role models at the top serve as prima faci evidence that the opportunities for women are 
limited

“Good women leaders are made, not born” – Unknown

How to overcome challenges and become effective women leaders
• Adopt a competitive mindset that leverage your strength as women
• Avoid taking a perfectionist approach to competitive and challenging situations. Get out of your   
 comfort zone and develop more resilient mindset.
• Learn to collaborate with people, even those you do not like. 
• Overcome the hidden biases against women as leaders themselves who can in turn influence other  
 women and men. 
• Build and expand your strategic network and initiative and form friendly competitor and change   
 relationships.
• Know yourself and continue working towards self-improvement to strengthen your attributes. 
• Gain competitive advantage by taking smart career risks. 
• Recover from losses by learning to take things less personally and moving on. 

As women, each of us is different (class, cultural, religion, tribal, marital status, geographical location, and 
genes we may need different multiple support.
Women need to be bold and courageous have stronger determination and a total commitment in the struggle 
to take up leadership positions; power is never given but fought for. 
Men need to be sensitized and won over as partners so that they support and welcome women into playing 
active and higher leadership roles in the union, SACCOs and other policy making organs at all levels. 
Therefore, within the co-operative structure, female co-operators need to strategize in participating in the 
election process, right from the grass root elections that is, SACCO level. This will then empower Women to 
join higher offices
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THE COOPERATIVE IDENTITY AND HOW COOPERATIVES CAN 
PROTECT AND WORK TOGETHER TOWARDS AN EMPOWERED SOCIETY

By: Baboucarr Jeng General Manager, NACCUG – The Gambia

Credit Unions, also known as SACCOs or CFIs in other parts of Africa 
are member owned not- for-profit financial cooperatives that exist to 
serve their members.  Credit Unions are fundamentally different from 
banks and other forms of financial institutions in that they are 
democratically controlled by their members and operated for the 
purpose of maximizing their economic benefits by providing financial 
and non-financial services at very competitive rates. In many 
instances they also unite to form a National Apex to support their 
growth and development through lobbying or advocacy, training and 
development of standards to ensure safety and soundness.

According to the World Council of Credit Union statistics, globally, 
57,000 Credit Unions in 105 countries continue to improve lives and 
communities of over 217 million members.  The Gambia, the smallest 

country in mainland Africa with an area of 11,000 square kilometers and a population of about 1.9 million 
(females constitute about 50.6%) entirely surrounded by Senegal except for its coastline on the Atlantic 
ocean, is one of the countries contributing to uplifting the socio-economic status of people and their 
communities using the philosophy and principles of cooperatives built on the ethos of self help. 

The Gambia Credit Union Movement started in the early 1990s following a visit by the World Council of Credit 
Unions (WOCCU) in 1989 which among other things recommended that the African Confederation of 
Cooperative Savings and Credit Associations (ACCOSCA) conducts an institutional analysis of the then 
existing dormant and problematic Thrift and Credit Societies under the Gambia Cooperative Union.  At this 
stage, the Irish League of Credit Unions Foundation (ILCUF) through the invitation of WOCCU and ACCOSCA 
became involved and negotiated with the Irish Department of Foreign Affairs and later the European Union to 
co-fund a project to strengthen the Credit Union Movement in The Gambia. The Irish Credit Union movement 
has thus been part of the developments of credit unions in the Gambia since inception to date.

The purpose of this write up is to share the learning/experience of The Gambia Credit Union sector more on 
how they have cooperatively worked together to protect the cooperative identity as well as strengthen the 
various credit unions. The most important task towards developing and protecting the cooperative identity 
was to build a strong National Association owned and democratically controlled by the Credit Unions for 
Credit Unions. After twenty-four years in existence, the Gambia Credit Union Movement consists of 71 credit 
unions with a cumulative savings of USD17.8 Million with total loans outstanding of USD13.7 Million at end 
December 2016. Most importantly, all credit unions regardless of size and complexity are members of the 
Apex Body.  Our uniqueness and cooperation among cooperatives has indeed helped to differentiate credit 
unions from other financial service providers. Credit unions big or small have worked together and rallied 
behind the apex body to develop standards to ensure safety and soundness. In the absence of a strong 
regulatory framework, this self-regulation was the best option for the young movement to survive.

Keeping in mind that cooperative credit unions are driven by values and services not just profit, The Gambia 
Credit Union Movement is organized in a way that encourages cooperation which is strongly grounded on the
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principle of mutual respect. The democratic character of cooperative Credit unions, in particular The Gambia 
credit union movement, is nurtured by encouraging credit unions to work together in advancing the socio-eco-
nomic benefit of members. The Gambia Credit union movement with support from Irish Aid and ILCUF jointly 
procured an IT system for use by Credit unions.  The 11 biggest credit unions are all using the same system 
and sharing the same IT personnel paid by all participating credit unions and managed by the apex body 
(NACCUG). Sharing the same IT Platform has not only made data collection easier but has also strengthened 
the spirit of cooperation among cooperatives. Furthermore all the credit unions using the platform also came 
together and agreed to a form a shared branching network to be coordinated by the National Association.  The 
Share Branching Network allows members of participating credit unions to access service from four different 
locations in the rural areas of the Gambia. The office facility is provided by the Teachers Credit Union while 
participating credit unions pay for the cost of the network and operations. It must be stated that the shared 
branching network is built on the trust Credit unions have on the National Association and on the belief  that 
when credit unions cooperate and work together they will not only provide better services but also become 
more effective and efficient. We have even see credit unions not using the shared branching services 
contributing financially to this important project and this is a demonstration of a very high level of commitment 
to the principle of economic participation and cooperation among cooperatives.  As the old adage goes; 
when spiders are united, they can tie an elephant. The shared branching facility has helped to raise the 
image of the movement and beneficiary members to a very high level and has helped to save precious time 
particularly for those  members that are very far from the head office of their credit unions. Imagine those days 
when a member used to pay transport cost of GMD 1000 to receive a loan of may be GMD3000.
 
The importance of working together and the need to support smaller community credit unions has also been 
demonstrated by the bigger credit unions. For example some credit unions have adopted small credit unions 
and are serving as mentors and also providing them financial assistance. We have also seen strong credit 
unions supporting smaller ones by paying for training and providing office equipment. More importantly credit 
unions, big and small continue to support the National Association in its efforts to build a self-sustaining 
movement capable of providing a wide range of services to the members.

Baboucarr Jeng
General Manager
National Association of Cooperative Credit Unions of the Gambia
Email: info@naccug.gm
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Rural Financial Services Contextual Analysis
Globally, microfinance has generally focused on providing credit to foster 
enterprise development. Growing evidence including here in Malawi 
results show that for poor households, savings is a much higher priority 
than borrowing, as savings builds assets and can help to address risks as 
well as planned lifecycle events. As documented in Portfolios of the Poor 
(Collins et al, 2009), traditional places where the poor save money are 
often at risk of theft or temptation. To address these constraints and reach 
poorer clients, Malawi Union of Savings and Credit Cooperative 
(MUSCCO) participating on Malawi Lake Basin Programme (MLBP) which 
is a rural livelihoods enhancement programme, promoted a model for 
ensuring access to financial services through Village Savings and Loans 
Associations (VSLAs) as Savings and Credit Cooperative (SACCO) fore 

runner from 2007. MLBP’s VSLA component is based on the belief that for the extremely poor, particularly 
women, and the right approach is to begin by building their financial assets and skills through savings, rather 
than debt – this mirrors the SACCO arrangement, only at a small scale. By having access to savings services 
and small loans, members can smooth irregular income patterns and meet basic household consumption 
needs rather than taking on significant debt they may be unable to repay. And when they do borrow from the 
VSLA, loan sizes are generally small and manageable. Building on this experience it has been shown that 
when households stabilize their cash flow and are able to meet basic needs, women can take out small loans 
to finance and expand income generating activities. For Malawi’s poorest and most marginalized households, 
few financial institutions exist to serve them, and where institutions do exist, they generally have inappropriate 
products and services.

Intention Becomes Reality
Unlike in a typical VSLA where financial activities are limited to a cycle (period), MUSCCO on MLBP has used 
the VSLA as financial cooperatives precursors. This has enabled the VSLA to have a reliable system to save 
their excess liquidity but also to ensure growth which is not there when VSLAs share out all their financial 
assets save for the social fund at the end of the cycle. Establishment of a financial cooperative (SACCO) 
called MUFUNA has ensured that financial services are sustainable as at SACCO level members only share 
out surplus so realized. Experience has shown that at the end of a cycle most VSLA members would like to 
immediately start saving and continues access credit which is not the case in a typical VSLA set up where 
members share all financial assets and start all over the next cycle. This strengthens the existence of the 
SACCO born out of VSLAs. On the other hand the SACCO’s financial management is good owing to the 
practice in the VSLAs where members of a small group follow their constitution, thereby having a quality loan 
portfolio. Using the VSLA structures the SACCO is able to enforce adherence to loan repayment. The 
foregoing augments the symbiotic relationship between the SACCO and VSLAs.

GOING RURAL, INSATIABLE APETITE FOR SACCOs’ GROWTH

By Maness Tawina Chinoko, Cooperate and Members Affairs,
MUSCCO
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As at 31st December, 2016 MUFUNA SACCO had successfully managed to link 1,027 VSLAs with total assets 
of over MK 1.4 million and a loan portfolio of over MK 66 million. 

Rural Focus Braced for SACCOs’ Penetration
Building on the MLBP success MUSCCO has taken advantage of existing VSLA structures in most rural areas 
to penetrate the financial services deprived areas through strengthening VSLAs and link them to existing 
SACCOs as one of the strategies to increase SACCO membership in Malawi while contributing to financial 
inclusion. 2017 will see revitalization of Kasungu (north of Lilongwe) and Ulimi (Lilongwe Rural West) 
Community SACCOs. Progress point to success as so far there are 6,509 VSLA members in Kasungu that 
have started mobilizing resources (capital) by saving with MUSCCO Central Finance Facility (CFF) in 
preparation for SACCO revival. 

Future Technological Facet of VSLAs linked to SACCOs
To keep pace with technology which has made inroads into rural areas against a background that rural 
masses have embraced mobile money transactions’ to overcome distance challenges to financial services 
premises, the VSLA – SACCO linkage will be done via mobile money riding on the existing platform where 
VSLA Community Facilitators will play the role of Agents linked to SACCO Agents thereby contributing to 
mobile money acceleration and banking. MUSCCO through this pilot will acquire skills to replicate a kin 
intervention across the country where VSLAs have been established. The linkage of VSLAs to SACCOs 
through mobile money will inform SACCOs to design products that will be responsive to rural community 
population needs. At the same time, the envisaged experience will make MUSCCO increase inroads through 
its network of SACCOs across the country as a desired consequence. With this arrangement there need be 
no SACCO office in the rural area but through Mobile Money Agent arrangement rural communities will access 
financial services linked to a SACCO in urban and the semi urban, now that SACCOs in Malawi have opened 
membership bonds in a quest to increase membership but also provide financial services to the underserved.  
This is envisaged to enhance SACCOs’ competitiveness in area of financial services provision to rural areas. 
This initiative is replicable potentially in that it will be resting on community structures in VSLAs and mobile 
money agents that are in existence in rural communities and in so doing contributing to financial services 
inclusion.

Diagrammatic Presentation of VSLA – SACCO Linkage
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UNLOCKING THE CRITICAL ROLE OF COOPERATIVES IN BOOSTING 
AGRIBUSINESS

By: Prince Kapondamgaga, CEO, Malawi Farmers Union

Cooperatives continue to ply their trade in a broad variety of 
industries worldwide. They have simply become a force to 
reckon with across the globe economy when it comes to 
doing business.

In Malawi there is a tremendous opportunity for 
cooperatives to increase their share in marketing of inputs 
and outputs especially those that have warehousing 
facilities. Marketing activities by the cooperatives help the 
small farmers in three ways: 1) Linking of credit and input 
supplies with marketing of produce; 2) Better price for 
farmers’ produce; and 3) Extra earning to members due to 
sharing of profit earned in marketing business. 
Cooperatives are a pull factor for effective and sustainable 
extension services. Within the extension policy framework 

of District Agriculture Extension Services System, cooperatives generate effective demand for extension 
services and become platforms for farmer training and capacity building. Strong Cooperatives build strong 
District Farmers Unions which are able to effectively be part of the demand driven extension policy institutional 
structures through the stakeholder panels at various levels to influence and shape priorities of extension 
services at district level.

FUM and MUSCCO are promoting an integrated cooperative approach which aligns cooperatives activities 
and operations with the members’ needs and requirements. Instead of merely providing services at the input 
and output ends, an integrated cooperative directly helps members to increase their production and 
productivity, by providing an integrated package of services including extension, credit, inputs, guidance and 
supervision, getting higher prices for their output and other marketing functions. FUM and MUSCCO is 
working to strengthen linkages between agricultural and financial cooperatives for mutual benefits and 
services and contributing to each other’s business growth. 
As part of this work, it is not uncommon today to see a myriad of cooperatives being formed and registered by 
government through the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism. 

Cooperative members themselves are now increasingly aware that by operating under one umbrella, they will 
yield numerous economies of scale. One basic advantage that members are accruing from cooperatives is 
the promotion of common interests of the less powerful members of society.

A generic definition summarizes a cooperative as a private business organization that is owned and controlled 
by the people who use its products, supplies or services.

Several types of cooperatives in Malawi continue to make a break-through, depending on their principles 
governing the establishment of such cooperatives. Of interest are agriculture cooperatives. In Malawi, these 
types of cooperatives are now ubiquitous and are flourishing unabated.
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As an umbrella body of all farmers in Malawi, Farmers Union of Malawi (FUM) has over the years been in the 
forefront in organizing farmers in various cooperatives, specializing in different value chains.

FUM acknowledges that agricultural cooperatives elsewhere are helping farmers solve collective problems, 
let alone enhancing the business of agricultural production.

Indisputably, most cooperatives are helping assure producers of various goods and services, steady markets 
and supplies and this makes such cooperatives have a strong bargaining, processing, and purchasing power 
on the market.

A number of farmers that have operated under cooperatives have testified that by virtual of being cooperative 
members, they have easily procured farm inputs and have marketed their respective farm produce easily and 
at good prices.
“Using our co-operative, we have in many occasions managed to attract legitimate traders and other 
institutional buyers and that has always assured us a win-win situation,” testifies Agness Kandaya, a member 
of Kambiya Cooperative in the southern Lakeshore district of Mangochi. 

Kambiya cooperative, a producing and marketing grouping, is under the Malawi Lake Basin Program (MLBP), 
a consortium of five organizations including FUM.

The once-dormant cooperative is now rejuvenated, thanks to the MLBP initiative. The cooperative has a 
membership of 71 (65 women and 6 men respectively).

This membership base has translated into accumulation of their business capital amounting to K832, 000.00 
(about $1,132) in form of share contributions.

Knowing that solidarity is key to cooperative development, each member contributes K2, 000.00 (about 
$2,700) of which is saved with MUFUNA SACCO which later enable the group access a loan. MUFUNA 
SACCO is a financial cooperative that was formed using VSLAs as its building blocks. Currently it has 
membership base of 4462 of which 1105 are Group savings and 3,357 individual farmers of which 80% are 
women.

This year Kambiya cooperative is expecting to realize K1, 520,000.00 ($2,026) after selling the maize they 
have aggregated and they also forecast a probable K2, 200,000.00 (about $2,900) turn-over from selling out 
their pigeon peas this year.

“We have seen the power of a cooperative as ours is growing from strength to strength by each passing day, 
courtesy of good cooperative principles that the MLBP is preaching to us,” says the chairman for the grouping 
Patuma Simba. Last growing season the group saved with MUFUNA SACCO which helped them access a 
loan of K400.00, ($544). The loan was used to buy maize which was sold at a profit of K220.00 ($299).  

Realizing that cooperative development is now demand driven world over, FUM is not just sitting hands folded 
in ensuring that it intensifies its role in developing the agriculture cooperatives sector.

The Union, alongside MUSCCO, is also taking part in the implementation of a four-year project called 
Invest-Coop with funding from the Canadian Co-operative Association and Department of Foreign Affairs, 
Trade and Development that is focusing on increasing the production of the dietary staple maize as well as
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three nutrient rich crops: beans, groundnut and soybean - which are used as a fortifier and have commercial 
value as livestock feed.

Among others, the project is forming and linking farmer savings and lending groups to savings and credit 
co-operatives (SACCOs) for expanded services, providing financial literacy training to group members, and 
modifying the group cash-out cycle to coincide with farmer input requirements. Presently, the project, which 
is in its second year of implementation, is already battling low productivity as a result of a reliance on rain fed 
irrigation, low quality inputs, insufficient agricultural extension services, limited access to markets, and 
inadequate financial services among cooperatives.

All in all, FUM’s new strategic plan spanning from 2017 to 2021 which was launched last year, and is in line 
with the Government of Malawi's agricultural transformation agenda and regional and global policy framings, 
clearly recognizes the need to empower agriculture cooperatives by enhancing their income levels.

“By enhancing farmers’ Income through increased farmer productivity, food and export diversification, access 
to structured markets, we believe Malawi can achieve the much-needed agriculture transformation,” says 
FUM Chief Executive Officer Prince Kapondamgaga.
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GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT IN CO-OPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT 
Has Devolution worked for the co-operative movement or against? The 
Kenyan story….

By: Hon. Safina Kwekwe Tsungu, CEC Member for Trade and Co-operative 
development, Kwale County Government

Co-operatives are globally recognized and accepted 
as the best business model for economically 
empowering both rural and urban communities and 
especially the world poor. In Kenya, Cooperatives 
have empowered millions in the last five decades. 
Since the 1960's to date, the Kenyan government has 
immensely contributed to Co-operative Development 
through establishment of a Ministry or State 
Department of Co-operatives with the mandate of 
providing legal and policy framework and enabling 
environment for Co-operatives to thrive. Staffing 
networks have been made available by the 
Government from the Centre to the grassroots 
through assigning technical Co-operative 
Development Officers to offer guidance, extension 
services, training, advisory and auditing services to 

the Co-operative Movement. In partnership with leading Co-operative nations in the world including Israel and 
The Netherlands, the government of Kenya has moulded its Co-operative movement to rank most high in 
Africa and seventh globally.

With the promulgation of the Kenya Constitution of 2010 which ushered in devolution, there is silent anxiety 
among members of the Co-operative Movement and other stakeholders whether devolution will be a blessing 
or a curse to Co-operative Development. Schedule Four Part 2 (7e) of the Constitution fully devolved 
Co-operatives to counties. Consequently, the National Government now has dismal role to play in Cooperative 
matters save for national policy making. Thus, the fate of Co-operative Development is in the hands of the 47 
County Governments. Sadly, the appreciation of the co-operative business model by county political elites is 
varied. Consequently, different counties have different stories to tell on whether devolution has worked for or 
against Co-operative Development. It all depends on whether the County executives and their respective 
county assemblies are positive or otherwise about the Co-operative Movement. 

In counties where the role of co-operatives in economic and social development has not been fully 
appreciated, Co-operatives have found themselves unsupported since the onset of devolution. Subsequently, 
in such counties the cooperative Movement has suffered in terms of un-resolved non-remittance of 
Co-operative deductions for salaried workers’ Saccos, lack of training and technical support to co-operative 
societies amongst other lapses.

The story of Kwale County
In Kwale County, the Co-operative Development story is encouraging giving a true testimony of devolution 
working for the Movement in Kwale. The Cooperative Leaders as well as the Members have seen and have
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 testimonies on what the County Government has done to uplift the Movement which was ailing due to past 
poor performance and many collapsed Co-operative Societies in the County. What follows hereunder is 
sufficient illustration. 

In 2013, the number of Co-operatives was 47 which has since almost doubled to 82. The number of 
Co-operative membership and turnover have highly increased from 7,197 members and Ksh. 82,334,937.00 
in 2013 to 16,651 members and Ksh. 191,291,346.00 by December 2016 respectively. 

Staffing is one of the factors for the growth; the County government hired two more Co-operative Development 
Officers for closer supervision and advice to the newly formed Co-operatives. The Division, adequately funded 
by the County Government, has facilitated more training activities especially induction courses for the new 
Committee members that has seen them start Co-operative leadership effectively and knowledgeably. Poor 
Co-operative Management and Governance has been a thorny challenge but with increased Capacity 
Building and trainings even for existing Co-operative leaders, improved quality of Management in our 
Co-operatives is evident.

Benchmarking tours for Co-operative leaders have been facilitated by the County Government. In 2016, four 
Marketing Co-operative Societies leaders were sponsored by the Department on an educational tour of Kilifi 
and Tana-River Counties to learn from their Counterparts, where Co-operatives face similar challenges and 
therefore have similar interventions. Funding trainings and benchmarking tours for co-operators was unheard 
of in Kwale County in the past under the National Government’s support to Co-operatives, yet there is need to 
nature young Cooperatives if they are to survive the first formative years.

Under the able leadership of the CECM and the Chief Officer, the Divisions in the Department work very 
closely. Trade and Enterprise Development Division has a Trade Revolving Fund which has advanced 
affordable credit to some of the Co-operatives worth Kshs.3 million. Furthermore, the sister division provides 
Business skills training to the Cooperative members at the Biashara/Incubation centres established in each 
Sub- county. A Bookkeeping software was procured and installed. Young co-operatives benefited from 
accountancy trainings offered and conducted at the Biashara Centres to enhance recordkeeping and good 
governance. Under the Markets and Infrastructure Division the Department has built farmers produce 
collection centres for Marketing and Dairy Co-operatives and constantly connected them to markets for their 
produce. The cooperatives have also been supported with kits and equipment to improve and mechanize 
their production processes. Kits such as stone cutting machines, irrigation kits, branded packaging materials, 
weighing equipment, stationery, access to KEBS quality mark and bar coding. The co-operatives were 
facilitated to participate in a series of product development trainings to produce for the export market amongst 
others.

The Department’s motto is ‘Turning potential into Wealth’. Kwale County is rich in natural resources and we 
believe that it is through the Cooperative Movement that citizens of Kwale will be able to participate in the 
Economic development of the County, create wealth and also benefit from the county's natural riches. So far 
the County Government has given excellent support to the co-operative Movement to build its capacity and 
be able to take its rightful role in economic development.
In conclusion, record has it that Kwale is one of the best managed Counties in Kenya, thanks to the pioneer 
His Excellency Governor Salim Mvurya. This has contributed immensely to the County's fast economic growth 
in all the sectors including the co-operative movement. It is worth noting that in 4 years since 2013, Kwale 
County has improved by 4 percentage points in its poverty rating from 79% to 75% poverty level. The Kwale 
case is a clear proof that Devolution has worked for the Cooperative Movement in Kenya in Counties where 
good governance has been a prerequisite.
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GET TO KNOW YOUR DIRECTOR

We spoke to Ms. Josephine Nabuyungo, Board Chairperson, ACCOSCA
What could you give a 40 minutes presentation on with absolutely no preparation?
• Good working ethics.
• What makes up a strong SACCO board member?
• Empowering women in leadership skills 

If you could make one rule that everyone had to follow, what rule would you make?
• Time management.

When you are not at work, what are we mostly likely to find you doing?
• Church activities.
• Supporting the women and your girls to overcome the likely changes.
• Attending to my family members.

How did you get started in the cooperative movement?
• As a teacher I started by mobilizing fellow teachers to come together finding solutions to financial  
 challenges e.g.  forming cash round groups.
• With that background I joined a teachers SACCO as a member in 1990 after two years I was elected  
 as a leader in my SACCO, National and continental level.

What do you consider your greatest achievement?
• Being a leader right from the SACCO to the continental level, as a woman and chairperson, I am   
 indeed proud of it. I encourage other women to follow my footsteps.
 
What makes you excited to go to work every day?
• I am interested in my job and I really love it and I feel very happy when am serving my people at my  
 work place.

Would you rather be a passenger or driver?
• Driver

Dog or cat?
• Cat

Phone call or text message?
• Both

What is your favorite book?
• The Bible

What is the one lesson you have learned in life you would like other people to know?
• When you serve God and being involved in His work, He will always be with you.
• When you give out to the needy, you will always be given more.
• Cooperation among e cooperators.
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What is the one thing the world doesn’t know about you that you would like to share?
• Balancing the different responsibilities I have, because very ask me this question “Josephine how do  
 you balance up the roles and responsibilities you have at all levels” 
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THE GENDER DISCOURSE

By Monica Komba, Board Treasurer, TANESCO SACCOS, Tanzania

A Cooperative is an autonomous association of persons united 
voluntarily to meet their common economic, social and cultural 
needs and aspirations through a jointly owned and democratical-
ly controlled enterprise (ICA, 1995).

Cooperatives have been regarded as one of the main sector for 
empowering the economically weak members of the society. 

It promotes economic and social development because they are 
not purely profit motive organizations but are commercial 
organizations that follow a broader set of values. It also creates 
jobs by directly providing self-employment and service to all 
members and non-members.

Are women involved in leadership?
Although women account for about 50% of the world’s total population, unfortunately two-thirds of the women 
population is illiterate. With this and other obstacles like lack of confidence in themselves and the community 
make few women to be involved in leadership in general. African women suffer systematic biases on their way 
to the top which make few women to be involved in leadership.
Women’s involvement and participation as leaders or decision-makers in community is limited due to religious, 
social, cultural affairs, or to women groups only. 
They are underrepresented in leading positions whether in elected office, the civil service, the private sector 
or academics. Notwithstanding that women are active across a range of community groups, committees and 
they tended to take on the roles of accountant, secretary or treasurer yet their involvement as leaders is very 
low, and if they are involved in other more senior roles in community affairs were found to be in the extreme 
minority. This occur despite the proven abilities of women as leaders and agents of change and their right to 
participate equally in democratic governance. 

Are women involved in cooperative leadership?
Although women form dominant part in the world population,their involvement in societal issues like 
cooperative are surrounded by many impediments. This includes lack of social, economic and legal rights, 
lack of confidence in themselves to conduct a business independently or without their husbands’ consent, 
though there are some culture which restricts women to do so. Low status due to persistent gender discrimina-
tion and gender stereotyping, where women are generally viewed to be unfit for leadership, and subsequent 
lack of support for women’s entry to leadership structures.Moreover women are not taken seriously because 
men believe a woman is essentially less competent. All these pose serious challenges for women participation 
in cooperative activities.

Has enough been done to get women involved in leadership?
There   are   mentorship   programs   aimed   at building self-confidence to women as well as increasing 
professional knowledge and leadership skills. Example of this includes Women Mentorship Program provided 
by Canadian Co-operative Association (ACC) since 2002. International Labor Organization also provides 
Leadership Training for Women Leaders of Cooperatives. The training aims at raising awareness of women
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and men leaders and members of cooperatives on the manifestations of gender bias (against women) in 
cooperatives, and on the effects of discrimination against women on the personal and interpersonal   growth   
of   its   leaders and members as well as on the organizational development of cooperatives. ILO also wantsto 
build-up capacity of current and potential women leaders of cooperatives by equipping them with knowledge 
and skills on various cooperative issues like nature of cooperatives, effective and gender-responsive 
leadership, Cooperative enterprise management, coping with various challenges and personal     
development. There are some credit union which reserves board’s seats for women to increase female 
electoral participation. The seat reservation for female elected officials also make communities more likely to 
associate women with leadership and vote for women in the future. 

Conclusion
Governments should institute policies allowing more women participation in leadership. Where cultural 
discrimination seems to be a hindrance for women to participate in leadership, those traditions need to be 
abolished through sustainable education for the whole society. Men should be persuaded to encourage and 
value women involved in leadership so as to have a balanced representation. 

Through these experiences the women learn best practices and gain confidence which allow them to build 
strong careers. As Fatimah Mohamed Arshad a Corporation leader from Malaysia said that “if you invest in 
women the social return in them is much higher than financial investment in them”

Lastly, women all over should join hands for self-emancipation. The few who are selected to leadership must 
encourage others, and play an exemplary role so that they can achieve equal roles/responsibilities as men. 
This can be realized through well-structured capacity building, with support from Governments, NGO’s etc.

ENGAGING EMERGING LEADERS
By Erick Kipyegon, Board Member, Kenya Police SACCO

Financial inclusion of the youths is now the trending subject within the cooperative movement and sustainable 
development goals. Consequently, it is notable that the marketing has not been well structured to allow youth 
know more about cooperatives. There has been a communication gap on how cooperatives package the 
messages of their products and services to attract more youths. Many youths do not join cooperative on 
perceptions that cooperatives  are  only  for the salaried and the old. Therefore what can  we  as youth leaders 
offer? 

As cooperative youth and more so as leaders we cannot sit and wait for other people to encourage the youths. 
We must lead by lifting others to know the benefits of cooperatives and in so doing spreading the scope of 
cooperatives and increase the membership within the movement. The burden facing us is; we need to be 
leaders who set the pace for other youths to emulate, motivate them and lend a hand when they are stuck in 
confusion; whether to join cooperative (credit unions) or the banks. 

In an effort to inculcate the spirit of cooperation, the World Council of credit union (WOCCU) in its wisdom 
created a platform for the youths all over the globe to engage, network and chart the way forward the future of 
cooperatives. The World Young Credit Union People (WYCUP) is one of the powerful and special forums in 
which cooperative youth leaders use to make a difference in the financial inclusion agenda. The candid 
discourse in the forum has continued to build solid foundations through sharing diversified experiences; 
professional skills and creation of wider network for the purpose of actualising council’s vision 2020 of adding 
50 million to the movement of which most targeted are youths.
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The movement is growing but we need to do more by rolling the sleeves and creating more outreach 
programs to recruit more youths. The stability of any cooperative is determined not only on the strength of its  
assets, efficiency of its operations, membership growth but very importantly the governance and business 
continuity plans or in other terms succession planning it has put in place. The experiences and being together 
as youths and members of cooperatives will create a movement that is cohesive, sustainable, progressive and 
projective.

In sharing freely our experiences, success stories and challenges, we are focused on one goal “strong 
movement” irrespective of where we come from. The WYCUP platform creates more networks and builds a 
block that will elevate the position of youths in leadership and participation in cooperative arena. To actualise 
and sustain headway to this goal, each year the council accepts applicants to a contest that showcase 
outstanding contributions of cooperative youths around the world who eventually are recognised and 
awarded a fully paid trip to the next WOCCU conference. Additionally, they are used as mentors for the 
incoming cohort of WYCUP attendees.

Notwithstanding these great steps by the council, as youths we have the power of influence within ourselves. 
Our youthfulness implies great energies, capacious time to research and create a lot of information about 
cooperatives. No one is limited on how far he or she can go. We need the self-efficacy, the drive within 
ourselves for each to contribute to the success of the movement. How can we do this? Through our small 
efforts cumulated together to form a big pool of ideas, network and creation of a movement that will resonate 
with the trends of youths. 

As a case study, my journey into the movement started in 2005 as a young police officer. I was raised in the 
countryside by my parents. My father worked as a prison officer and member of Magereza cooperative 
society. My passion in cooperative was aroused when I realised I am who I am because of the cooperative. 
From education to the basic needs all were met with cooperative loans and dividends that my father received 
from the cooperative. This opened my world to self-emancipation.  I saw a beautiful ground ahead, a 
promising future and all I needed was a ladder called the cooperative. 

The much I have achieved I dedicate all to my cooperative and the movement for allowing me save and 
borrow. Furthermore it has created an opportunity for me to give back through my servant hood mission as a 
director of the Kenya Police Sacco.  The future of cooperative is full of possibilities However, I must appreciate 
in this journey we meet challenges. We need to be armed with courage, good command of leadership and 
knowledge on how things are done or ought to be done. 

Self-commitment, sacrifice and emotional intelligence among many other qualities will make the difference as 
a transformative leader. The present predispositions does not limit our power to go beyond and give back to 
the society The little efforts we commit builds a strong and reliable link of relationships with the people we help 
understand our values and visions as co-operators .As youths we need more education and training to make 
us understand the principle and possibilities of economic and social empowerment by us coming together  in 
a cooperative.There is need to celebrate the milestones the youths have together impacted in the movement. 
The success of having more people being ambassadors of hope into the future through youths participating 
in the cooperative discourse and more so in the WYCUP is an encouraging progress to ultimate financial 
inclusion goal.
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"EXPANDING SACCO MEMBERSHIP" - THE STORY OF GHANA
By Nana Agyepong, General Manager, CUA, Ghana

INTRODUCTION
The Credit Union Movement in Ghana began sixty-two years ago with the first Credit Union established at 
Jirapa in the Upper West Region of Ghana in the year 1955. Rev. Father John McNulty, an Irish-Canadian, 
introduced the Credit Union concept in Ghana. The story has it that the first credit union was established 
based on the need for a place to save, but later organized as welfare institution rather than a business 
enterprise. 

The credit unions in the country in the early 1970s and 1980s were organized based on social welfare 
orientation. Credit unions were Adhoc and unsustainable with limited growth in size and assets until the early 
1990's when the ideology changed into business orientation. Organizing credit unions based on business 
principles have transformed credit unions in Ghana over the years such that, they are widespread across the 
country and known to many people. 

The Catholic Priest then became an advisor to all credit unions in the northern sector of the country apparently 
because he established the first credit union and promoted the formation of some other credit unions. The 
Credit Unions in the southern sector of the country then joined the northern credit unions for their trainings. 
This went on for a while until the need to have a national association was conceived through such interactions. 
In January 1968, the dream of Ghana Cooperative Credit Unions Association (CUA) Limited materialized. The 
Ghana Co-operative Credit Unions Association (CUA) Ltd. was formed among other things to promote, 
educate, organize and support the Credit Union Movement nationally and internationally. CUA has since its 
inception developed a number of administrative manuals documenting “model” processes and procedures 
for its members as well as for its own operations. This notwithstanding, some of the manuals do not document 
all processes and procedures for principal areas of activity and secondly the association is yet to effectively 
leverage information communication technologies (ICT) to create efficiencies in operations, communications 
with members, and service delivery.

TYPES OF CREDIT UNIONS
Over the years, Credit unions have been categorized into three main types: Faith based, Work based and 
Community based with a hybrid of two also becoming common in recent times. Credit Unions in Ghana were 
predominantly faith based, probably because it started from the church and the fact that it was initially welfare 
oriented and community based especially in the northern sector of the Country. Credit Unions in the southern 
sector however were more of workplace based. The Workplace Credit Unions began to spring forth to the 
extent of dominating the earlier trend of faith based till date. More of the workplace and church-based unions 
have also opened their common bond to the members of the communities; a trend which was mainly triggered 
by competition and the appetite to grow.
 
The National Association – CUA Ltd, have championed the development of Credit Unions with the help of its 
development partners. CUA supervises and trains credit union officials and also monitors their performance 
to make them viable and sustainable. There are 540 Credit Unions across the ten (10) regions of the country 
which have been demarcated into eleven (11) Administrative chapters. They include Tema, Accra, Central, 
Volta, Eastern, Western, Ashanti, Brong Ahafo, Upper East, Upper West and Northern chapters The Credit 
Union movement in Ghana is a member of the African Confederation of Cooperative Savings and Credit 
Association (ACCOSCA) and the World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU). It’s also a member of Ghana 
Microfinance Institutions Network (GHAMFIN).
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REGULATION OF CREDIT UNIONS
The Banking sector in Ghana is regulated by the central bank. The Bank of Ghana (BoG) licenses and 
supervises banks under the Banking Act 2004, Act 673 and the non‐bank financial institutions under the 
Non-Bank Financial Institutions Act, 2008, Act 774. Co-operative Financial Institutions including Credit Unions 
are regulated under the provisions in the non-bank financial institutions Act, and the Co-operative Credit 
Unions Legislative Instrument 2015, (L.I. 2225). Credit unions are also required to incorporate under the 
Cooperative Societies Decree 1968, NLCD 252 before applying to be licensed. 

It is worthy of note that before 2015, Credit unions were only governed by the Co-operative Societies Decree, 
NLCD 252 of 1968 which was considered to be outdated and does not reflect the regulatory needs of financial 
co-operatives in current times. Currently all credit unions in Ghana are undergoing a new licensing regime by 
the central Bank through CUA, thus it would be an offense to operate a credit Union without a license by March 
2018. 

EXPANSION IN THE CREDIT UNION MOVEMENT
The Credit Union movement in Ghana has grown to the level where the Central Bank has recognized the need 
to include credit unions deposits and other relevant information in the Monetary Policy. The Bank believes the 
continuous growth in total assets of credit unions and its significance is outstanding in the area of credit, 
coupled with the vital role in the credit delivery system, makes it imperative for its financial statistics to be 
included in the national monetary and financial statistics. This inclusion would greatly help in narrowing the 
large information gap in the informal sector.

Within the last 5 years the credit unions have seen growth irrespective of the high inflation rates, the 
depreciation of the currency which affected savings negatively. CUA through its supervision of Credit Unions 
continuous to pay critical attention to how some economic challenges affect the ability of Credit unions to 
reach their target market thus the ability to make the necessary impact.

Table 1: Trends in Selected Growth Indicators
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The key trends include:
i) Increase in the number of Credit Unions and Study Groups: Increases have been recorded across the 
various indicators as indicated in table 1. Banking has become necessary in recent times irrespective of one's 
age, gender, religion or occupation. The Credit Union offers cheaper sources of credit, financial counseling 
and literacy as well as savings strategies. 

Many communities, churches, and workplaces encourage the formation of Credit Unions to help its members. 
The varied products and services including micro savings boxes for “susu”, mobile banking, mobile money 
among other products and services have contributed to increase in membership. The insurance of member 
deposits and loans against death or permanent disability have resulted in members' confidence against 
loosing deposits with its attendant implications on credibility. The operation of the Cooperatives and Credit 
Union Employees Pension Plan (CCUPP) has also contributed to the retention of quality and experienced staff. 
As a succession plan, Youth Savings Clubs has been formed in many high schools to inculcate the habit of 
savings into the young people who will intend take over from the adults.

ii. Liquidity Management: A number of microfinance companies have suffered liquidity challenges over the 
years and are either unable to return deposits mobilized and or extend credit to qualified clients. Credit Unions 
on the other hand through proper liquidity management are able to meet her memberships' demands for 
credits. This has resulted in more confidence in the operations of Credit Unions by the general public. The 
Deposit Guarantee scheme being operated by CUA also protects the members' deposits.

iii. Increased use of technology in the Credit Union Industry: The increased use of technology in the Credit 
Union industry and microfinance, in general, has brought in its wake increased outreach, lower transaction 
costs, increased access and convenience. With over 28 million subscriptions to mobile phones, the use of 
mobile phones to promote financial access and transaction (mobile money) is changing the face of financial 
operations in Ghana especially by banks, microfinance businesses, and micro-insurance providers.  The 
participation of credit unions in the use of Point of sale devices (POS), Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) and 
software usage is catching up and this would serve as a useful mechanism for the modernizing of segments 
of the Credit Union business. 

iv. Regulation of Credit Unions: The regulation of the Credit Unions has provided a framework to monitor its 
operations. With regular prudential reporting to the Bank of Ghana, it is expected to introduce improved 
transparency and promote confidence in the operations as well as measure the contribution of the Movement 
to the financial sector, since many Credit Unions operate in communities where other financial service 
providers find unattractive. The quality of service and compliance to basic regulatory requirements is 
contributing to the realization of an enhanced image of credit unions. 

v. Physical Image and coverage: Though there aren’t enough incentives to financial institutions for the 
national financial inclusion agenda, Credit Unions by its philosophy to develop human beings and not for 
profits, continues to spread to every corner of Ghana making credit unions very accessible. A good number 
of Credit Unions have built their own office accommodation where they operate from thereby providing 
competitive services at comparative cheaper interest rates than most financial institutions, making Credit 
Unions a primary financial institution of choice.

vi. Constant Conscious Education: There is constant education of members and potential members with 
regards to promotion of the co-operative agenda. Many Credit Unions are running advertisements in both the 
print and electronic media to raise public awareness. Education of new members is intensive and this concept
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has yielded in many referrals to potential members who eventually become members. There is as well 
financial counseling for members; they are taught how and why to save regularly, wise borrowing and prompt 
repayment of loans. 

vii. Activities of Donors Partners: The involvement of donor partners has influenced the Credit Union 
movement in Ghana. Most of these donor partners contributed through financial and technical assistance in 
various felt need areas identified and resolved some bottlenecks in Credit Union operations. The Ghanaian 
Credit Union movement is indebted to the Konrad Adeneur Foundation (KAF), Canadian Cooperative 
Association (CCA), USAID, Robobank Foundation, Irish League of Credit Unions (ILCU), GiZ and SBFIC for 
their immense contributions in enhancing the image as well as improved operations of Credit Unions.

viii. Governance and leadership: The supreme authority of Credit Unions is vested in the members. 
Members ensure that only persons with integrity are elected to the board of director positions and as well hold 
them accountable. Annual General Meetings are held regularly after the Credit Union books are audited. The 
board of directors provides policy direction and oversight of Credit Unions while the day to day management 
is the responsibility of the manager. Officers are bound by a code of conduct, ensuring discipline and 
cooperation. Credit Unions are discerning and are making many social interventions in their communities in 
the area of corporate social responsibility.

ix. Consolidation for growth: The Licensing Regime of Credit Unions in Ghana is going to provide 
opportunity for mergers which will further enhance the image of the credit unions in the country. The National 
Association in consultation with the Registrar of Co-operatives is making determined efforts to encourage 
mergers of Credit unions. The emphasis will now be on the assets size and members’ service rather than the 
number of credit unions in existence. To shed a little insight into the new strategy, all credit unions under the 
same employer to be merged, secondly all credit unions within the same faith based organizations within a 
district would also be encouraged to come together as one credit union. This synergy is necessary to have 
stronger and vibrant credit unions which will ably compete in the financial landscape.

CONCLUSION
Even though there is stiff competition from other microfinance institutions offering similar products and 
services, Credit Unions in Ghana have thrived through the times and will continue to survive. There is a lot of 
credibility and confidence in the Credit Union Movement and with the new regulation LI 2225 in operation, one 
expects the industry to be sanitized to take away the charlatans. It is anticipated that the membership and 
assets of credit unions will growth to appreciable levels within the next three years and the credit unions will 
command a sizable market share of the banking sector.It is expected that the government will continue to 
create an enabling environment with favorable economic policies whiles the Board, Management and staff of 
Credit unions provide quality stewardship and innovation to propel the growth of the sector.
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ADE; THE MUST JOIN CRUSADE!!!

I’m sure all of us have come across this title ADE and perhaps have wondered what it’s all about. Well, ADE is 
the bridge, the life changing must attend program if you are to make a difference using the Cooperative 
Business model.
The Development Educators program is a program designed to instill cooperative principles and philosophy 
while exploring ways in which the cooperative business model can be used to solve International development 
issues. This is thus a lifelong program that aims at creating professionals in the cooperative sector that in turn 
offer real solutions to development issues and better the living standards for all.

This program has been in existence since 1982 and originated from the United States of America. Since then 
it has spread across the world, with over 1600 DE graduates from over 35 countries. In Africa, the inaugural 
ADE class was in 2014, 4 classes later and we are proud of the work our alumnae are doing across Africa.

In June 2017, ACCOSCA was delighted to host the International DE workshop for the first time in Africa. This 
is a follow up workshop for DE graduates, which happens every year to allow DEs to refresh their memories, 
create new networks and learn new innovations.
 
If you haven’t been to DE yet, then in a nutshell this is what you should look forward to;
* A better understanding of the cooperative business model
* Gives a guide to how the cooperative business model can be a solution to daily issues that face us
* Makes you a professional
* Fine tunes your skills
* Network with some of the best there are in this sector
* Lifelong friendships

We are offering you a week that will change your perspective on the cooperative model; during this week you 
will work to build practical skills while also having fun. We assure participants a safe space for discussion. We 
welcome your ideas on solutions to topical issues affecting the sector. 
ACCOSCA invites you to be part of the fifth ADE class in February 2018, to be held in Banjul, The Gambia. The 
call is out and will be closed by October 31st 2017. Please note the slots are limited, register today.
The answers you have been looking for, well, look no further get to DE….

You will never really understand the hype, until you join in!!!!

For more information on this program, please contact:
Bettyrose Okiri at;  bettyrose.akinyi@accosca.org  or  Maureen Njoroge at maureen.njoroge@accosca.org.  
You can also call our office at +254(0)202714649.

FROM THE ADE DESK 
Bettyrose Okiri, ADE, CUDE
ACCOSCA
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CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL 2017 ADE GRADUATES, WELCOME TO 
THE FAMILY…..

ADE CLASS LIST 2017  

   

  NAME  COUNTRY 

1 Priscilla Rabasimane BOTSWANA 

2 Nana Kwasi Agyepong GHANA 

3 Robert Kofi Ngissah GHANA 

4 George Magutu Mwangi KENYA 

5 Edward Garama Charo KENYA 

6 Otieno Elijah Aloo KENYA 

7 Arnold Munene KENYA 

8 Patrick Kiage KENYA 

9 Peter Njoroge Ndegwa KENYA 

10 Macloud Mukiti Malonza KENYA 

11 Joakims Awoundo KENYA 

12 Benjamin Talam KENYA 

13 Moses Manyuanda KENYA 

14 Florence Obura KENYA 

15 Asman Khatolwa KENYA 

16 Constance Wasike KENYA 

17 Felix Saina KENYA 

18 John Githinji KENYA 

19 Anne Ngugi KENYA 

20 Retselisitsoe Theko LESOTHO 

21 Gomezgani Kaunda MALAWI 
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22 Tapiwa Chama MALAWI 

23 Prince Kapondamgaga MALAWI 

24 Jonathan Zainga MALAWI 

25 Akimwande Ousoji NIGERIA 

26 Libertine Simangale Nkiwina SOUTH AFRICA 

27 Dumisani Chauke SOUTH AFRICA 

28 Phillis Thato Bopape SOUTH AFRICA 

29 Sibongile Prudence Vilakati SWAZILAND 

30 Nelisiwe Coldia Sihlongonyane SWAZILAND 

31 Dlamini Sifiso SWAZILAND 

32 Jabulile Shongwe SWAZILAND 

33 Monica Komba TANZANIA 

34 Hillary Andrea TANZANIA 

35 Sarjo A Sallah THE GAMBIA 

36 PA Daniel Mendy THE GAMBIA 

37 Fatou Fofana THE GAMBIA 

38 Kemo Janneh THE GAMBIA 

39 Yaya Jobe THE GAMBIA 

40 Josephine Nabuyungo UGANDA 

41 Troy Hall USA 

42 Wilson Wizalamu ZIMBABWE 

43 Shakespeare Nyambi ZIMBABWE 

!
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The following six DEs got their ICUDE certification in Vienna during the World Council Conference:
1. Baboucarr Jeng – The Gambia
2. David Sohelo Mategwa – Kenya 
3. Elijah Obiny Dede – Kenya 
4. Fumbani Nyangulu – Malawi 
5. Nana Agyepong – Ghana 
6. Robert Shibutse – Kenya
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ACCOSCA CALENDAR OF EVENTS - 2018

DATE EVENT LOCATION DETAILS 

16-18 January  EP 
Cooperatives Exchange 
Program 

WINNIPENG-
CANADA 

Open to members and 
non-members 

5-9 February  ADE 
African Development 
Educators Program 

BANJUL-THE 
GAMBIA 

Application Deadline, 
31st  October 2017 

5-9 March PM 
Performance Management 

GABORONE-
BOTSWANA 

Open to members and 
non-members 

11-14 March RM- Western 
Regional Meeting 

ACCRA-GHANA Open to Western 
members and non-
members 

14-17  April  EP 
Cooperatives Exchange 
Program 

BANGKOK-
THAILAND 

Open to members and 
non-members 

TBA EP 
Cooperatives Exchange 
Program 

DUBLIN-IRELAND Open to members and 
non-members 

21-25 May RRT 
Regulatory Roundtable 

NAIROBI-KENYA Invite only 

16-18 July RM- Eastern 
Regional Meeting 

ADDIS ABABA-
ETHIOPIA 

Open to Eastern 
members and non-
members 

TBA RM- Southern 
Regional Meeting 

MBABANE-
SWAZILAND 

Open to Southern 
members and non-
members 

22-26 October  
 

Pre – SACCA workshops ACCRA-GHANA Open to members and 
non-members 

18th SACCA Congress ACCRA-GHANA Open to members and 
non-members 

5-9 November  EP 
Cooperatives Exchange 
Program 

BERLIN-GERMANY Open to members and 
non-members 

!

AFRICAN CONFEDERATION OF COOPERATIVE 
SAVINGS AND CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS (ACCOSCA)
ASSOCIATION DES COOPERATIVES D’EPARGNE ET 
DE CREDIT D’AFRIQUE
KUSCCO Centre – Regional Office
P.O. Box 43278 – 00100, Nairobi – Kenya
Kilimanjaro Road, Upper Hill Nairobi
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PICTORIALS

PICT 1: ACCOSCA CEO together with mwalimu national and Kenya Police chaipersons respective during 
cooperative day of service.

PICT 3: Group photo for the 1st de workshop in africa.

PICT 5: Giving back the de way.

PICT 7: Telegates ready for flag parade - SACCA 2016, Kigali, Rwanda. PICT 8: ACCOSCA secretariat with part of the ACCOSCA board during a visit by the 
board - ACCOSCA offices Nairobi.

PICT 6: Group photo performance management.

PICT 4: After graduation; the cooperative education executive program.

PICT 2: Ongoing group discussions - Cooperative 
education executive program - Canada.
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PICT 9: Out and about in the farm somewhere in Kisumu county, Kenya. De projects.

PICT 11: Hard at work! PICT 12: De workshop 2017, group discussion.

PICT 13: Its all about the members.

PICT 14: De values.

PICT 10: Lois Kitsch  - Mother Teresa of coops out in the field - Des at work.
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EMPOWERING SACCOS THROUGH COST-EFFECTIVE TECHNOLOGY

The social and economic contributions of the SACCO sector in Africa cannot be overstated. Through the growth of member savings and access to 
credit facilities, SACCOs have continued uplifting the general wellbeing of their members.
In the recent years, SACCOs have embraced financial technology solutions, such as ATMs, Debit Cards and m-Banking, to enhance service delivery to 
their members. The regulatory requirements and best industry practices that govern these services mean the SACCOs must effectively automate their 
operations to be compliant and competitive.

Fintech, an ISO 9001-2008 certified company, boasts unparalleled expertise and experience in SACCO automation, and has developed cutting edge 
solutions that are efficient, effective and compliant. Fintech is a leading pan African financial technology solutions provider with operations in 5 countries 
across Africa; Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius, Uganda and Zimbabwe and has over 23 years’ experience in providing cutting edge solutions and services in 
various sectors and mainly the financial services industry (FSI) in over 20 countries across Africa.

Fintech Finfinancials, our core SACCO system enables single member view, FOSA and BOSA, channel banking (ATM, POS, mobile and internet 
banking, mobile money such as M-Pesa interfaces), security, and customer relationship management.

Fintech is currently engaged in providing Finfinancials system on shared platform model i.e. (Software As A Service - SaaS) this model has worked 
successfully in Kenya and is now being rolled out to various countries in Africa like Rwanda and Malawi through the umbrella associations and 
governments. The SaaS model commonly referred to as “the cloud” only requires a stable internet connection therefore the institutions do not need to 
invest in hardware, infrastructure or licenses to run the application. There is neither maintenance fees nor I.T staff for the application but the institutions 
are assured of access to up-to-date versions of the application.
Fintech IT solutions and services to SACCOs are offered as either outright purchases or as hosted/subscription models. This means that we can host 
the application for our clients or the clients can purchase the system and host on their platform.

Some of Fintech’ success stories include the establishment of a shared ATM switch network in Kenya, Zimbabwe and Zambia with Kenya having the 
largest network popularly known as Kenswitch. We therefore leverage on our experience to ensure the shared Sacco software application concept 
achieves its financial inclusion objective within the Sacco and MFI industry.



Harambee SACCO Society Limited Harambee Co-op Plaza P.O. Box 47815 – 00100, Nairobi, Kenya.
Tel: +254 (20) 315989/92  Cell: 0705 300 300, 0705 200 200

Email: info@harambeesacco.com  Website: www.harambeesacco.com

Encouraging Savings for a Better Future.

account

Did you know that you can continue being a 
member of Harambee SACCO even after you retire

account features



To be a World Class Co-operative Financial Institution.

To mobilize savings and provide financial services to our customers at 
competitive terms.

Accountability Honesty Integrity Respect for our customers
Professionalism Commitment to excellence Team work.











FOSA Services include:
• Salary processing;
• Fixed Deposit 

Account; 
• ATM Services; 
• Mobile Banking 

Services (Mwalimu Go 
- Mobile);

• Banker’s Cheques and
• Personal Cheque 

books. 

Business Loans

D

Own a home in our serene Mwalimu National Kisaju Housing Estate…
Call us on 0700391104/5 for more details on this houses. 
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Come share our vision.
Stima Sacco is a licensed deposit-taking Sacco established in 1974 with branches countrywide.

Call us on 0703 024 024 or email info@stima-sacco.com for more information.



THE CO-OPERATIVE BANK is proud to be associated with the African 
Confederation of Co-operative Savings and Credit Associations 

(ACCOSCA)

Key highlights about CO-OPERATIVE BANK OF KENYA

• Owned up to 65% by the Co-operative Movement in Kenya through a strategic investor -  
  Co-op Holdings Co-operative Society
• Dedicated to serving the over 15 million member Co-operative movement in Kenya by  
  enabling SACCOs to provide innovative financial products and services, riding on the  
  existing investment by Co-operative Bank
•  As at June 2017 has an Asset base of Kes 383.3 Billion, Customer deposits of Kes 287.2   
   Billion, and Shareholder funds in excess of Kes 64.5 Billion
• Pursuing strategic partnerships in the region including Rwanda, Uganda, Ethiopia      
  among others.



 
 
 
Gender Equality and Financial Inclusion  
 
The majority of the world’s people lack access to basic financial services which are essential for 
them to fight poverty. To overcome poverty, the people living in poverty need to be able to 
save, borrow and invest, and to protect their families against various forms of risks. But with 
little income or assets for collateral, they are seldom able to access loans from formal banks 
and other financial institutions. Sources of credit are too often costly or unavailable to the low 
income earners. 
 

Gender equality is an important 
consideration for financial inclusion. 
Women and other vulnerable groups are 
mostly marginalised in access to financial 
services. This is a concern because 
excluding women from economic 
activities not only deprives communities 
from the valuable contribution of women 
to economic development but is also a 
deprivation of their human rights of equal 
opportunity to participate in social and 
economic activities.  
 
We Effect believes that appropriate 
financial services are an effective tool for 
fighting poverty. Access to appropriate 
financial services puts women and men 
living in poverty, in a better position to 
manage their financial affairs. Financial 
services empower them in making 
investment decisions and also meeting 
other socio-economic needs at individual 
and family level. Through member based 
microfinance institutions such as 
community based Sacco (Savings and 
credit cooperatives) and banks, people 
can obtain small loans, improve their lives 
and safeguard their savings.  
 

The use of financial services as a tool for poverty reduction and the focus on the areas where 
few organisations (banks and MFIs) are targeting has distinctively put We Effect and partners 
at core of financial sector development and poverty reduction in Malawi.  Through the Malawi 
Lake Basin Program (MLBP), We Effect is partnering with Malawi Union of Savings and 
Credit Cooperatives (MUSCCO) in the implementations of financial services through Group 
Savings and Loans Associations and a farmer owned MUFUNA SACCO. Currently the 
members of Group Savings and Loan Associations in MLBP are 61,047 of which 41,508 are 
females and 19,539 are males. 
 (www.weeffect.org) 





Kuscco Centre - Regional Office, Kilimanjaro Road, Upperhill.
P.O. Box 43278 - 00100, Nairobi Kenya. Phone: +254 020 2714648/2714649

Mobile: +254 020 2714646
www.accosca.org


